1. Cut two circular panels of green card, 18.5cm in diameter. Score a horizontal line, approx 4.5cm from the top edge of the panel and fold. Place glue or tape onto the folded section and attach to the second panel of green card. This creates your circular card blank.

2. Cut a circular panel of white stamping card to measure 16cm in diameter.

3. Ink up the Snow Dasher stamp with Jet Black Archival ink and stamp the image across the bottom section of the circular card panel.

4. Punch or die cut a large circle, 7.5cm in diameter and place the circle onto the card as a mask to create a moon. Using a blending tool, apply Tumbled Glass Distress Ink directly onto the card to create a sky, blending the ink over the top of the mask and around the tree tops and buildings.

5. Remove the “moon” mask and carefully ink inside the circle using Antique Linen Distress Ink. Flick a small amount of water across the inked card surface and using a kitchen towel, dab away any excess.

6. Scribble Distress Marker Pens onto a non stick craft sheet and using a water brush, pick up the color from the pens and watercolor the image, adding more color to create light and shade. Heat set the artwork using a heat tool.

7. Stamp the image of Santa and his reindeers directly onto the background, placing it across the moon.

8. Once your background is thoroughly dry, sprinkle a small amount of White Emboss Enamel and using the heat tool, heat the powder from underneath the card until molten and shiny.

9. Using Versamark ink, ink up the “Greetings” stamp from the Believe stamp set and sprinkle with gold embossing powder. Tap away the excess and heat emboss the wording with a heat tool until molten.

10. Apply some highlights of glitter glue to the image.

11. Mat the finished image onto a piece of gold mirror card, leaving a border of gold showing around the outside.

12. Cut a piece of kraft card to measure 17.5cm in diameter and using your fingertips, apply some gesso around the outside of the card. Allow to dry before matting onto ivory pearl card, leaving a border around the outside and mount onto your green card blank.

13. Using foam pads, mount the finished artwork onto the layered mats of card.

14. Apply a small amount of Tumbled Glass and Antique Linen Distress Stain onto a craft sheet. Spritz the stain with water with a light misting of water.

15. Cut a strip of crinkle ribbon and apply the ribbon to the stain, allowing it to soak up the color. Heat dry the ribbon and tie into a scruffy bow. Attach the bow with some glittered stamens onto the bottom left hand side of the card.

16. Color a piece of white stamping card by spritzing with Peeled Paint Distress Spray Stain. Heat dry the card and then using the Jolly Holly die, die cut sprigs of holly. Cut the die cuts into sections and arrange the sprigs around the bow, attaching them with a hot glue gun.

17. Apply Candy Cane Glitter Glue to highlight the berries on the die cut pieces.

18. Add a blue jingle bell to the center of the bow.

19. Apply a small amount of white gesso to the edges of the leaves and to the bell and finally add clear sequins to the background on the completed card as a finishing touch.